CIRCUS PROBABLY TO BE RUN DURING THE SECOND TERM

Institute Committee Decides to Appoint Committee to Make Plans

LAST HELD IN MARCH 1923

Activities, Fraternities, and Courses Will Arrange

Special Stunts

A 10th Technology Circus is probably expected at any time, but plans for the same will not be announced until the committee appointed to act on the matter has been organized and has discussed the question. The committee will also act on the question of where the circus will be held.

INTERCOLLEGIAL SMOKE IS HELD

Technology Well Represented at Annual Event at Cagle's Plaza Hotel

Technology had a large representation at the annual event at Cagle's Plaza Hotel held last night. The event was well attended by students from other institutions as well.

WILL COMBAT CLINIC COLDS WITH CHLORINE

Chlorine treatment of colds is now available for men at Technology. The treatment is recommended by the Department of Biology and will be available for men at the Institute. The treatment will be administered under the supervision of the medical staff.

NOVEMBER CONFERENCE TO BE HELD AT CIRUS

The November Conference will be held at the CIRUS Institute of Technology. The conference will cover various topics related to the field of technology.

MISSION TO COME TO CALL TONIGHT

The missionary committee will be on call to give assistance to any students who may need it. The committee will be available from 7:00 to 9:00 PM.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY TO HOLD FIRST LUNCHEON

For the first time in the history of the Chemical Society, a luncbeon will be held. The luncbeon is open to all members of the society.

RECENT LETTUCE INDEXES TO BE DISCUSSED

The lettuce indexes will be discussed at the next meeting of the lettuce committee.

RECENT ENTRANCE OF NEW CANDIDATES IN LARGE FIELD

Recent Entrance of Several New Candidates in Large Field

vote CLOSELY RESCINATED TO ANNOUNCE RESULTS AT SPECIAL MEETING OF INSTITUTE

The vote will be closely scrutinized to announce the results of the special meeting of the Institute Committee.

SPECIAL TOPIC DISCUSSED AT CIRUS

The special topic discussed at the CIRUS Institute of Technology was the importance of technology in modern society.

S.P. BUSH TO GIVE SECOND OF A LECTURE SERIES

Mr. Bush is President of The Buckeye Steel Casting Company.

Lecture on Friday, December 5, 1924
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THESE CROSS WORD PUZZLES

WHEN Princeton professors advocated the addition of a course in cross word puzzles to the curriculum, and the University of Kentucky actually has added one, it begins to look as if cross words are going to graduate from a mere craze and become an institution. This is particularly true if one remembers that as the University of Kentucky the course was added to the curriculum of the Engineering School.

And the consideration of an innocent amusement has, to be justified by supposedly learned and erudite arguments, so we have them. The Princeton professors advance two reasons for the educational value of cross words: that they are a valuable test in the study of logic, and that they are not in an increasing one's vocabulary. The former point seems to us a bit far fetched. It is impossible to test a student's ability about a subject of knowledge, but to prove other than normal citizens, the brain in an attempt to guess the right words to fill those evaporating little puzzles. The puzzles certainly test a student's working ability, but real value of a good many of the words is somewhat810. However, the vocabulary of the modern college student, particularly in engineering schools, where there is little time for liberal studies, is not nonsense, and anything which will help to develop it is certainly a help.

While we are on the subject of pre-

Q. E. D. No, the Lounger for-

sional dress, the former point seems to us a bit far fetched. It is impossible to test a student's ability about a subject of knowledge, but to prove other than normal citizens, the brain in an attempt to guess the right words to fill those evaporating little puzzles. The puzzles certainly test a student's working ability, but real value of a good many of the words is somewhat810. However, the vocabulary of the modern college student, particularly in engineering schools, where there is little time for liberal studies, is not nonsense, and anything which will help to develop it is certainly a help.

ANOTHER TECHNOLOGY CIRCUS

MACHINERY was set in motion at the Institute Committee meeting yesterday for a Technology Circus this year. The last circus was held the year before last, and proved highly successful. This form of all-Technology celebration is valuable as a unifying influence, gaining as it does, the interest of every class. The generally brilliant atmosphere of the circus, and the many and diverse opportunities for competition and originality have in the past proved a potent means of creating spirit.

New is only one thing about the circus which is objectionable, and that is that it is apt to be hard on the main hall of Walker. It was not the recent addition of the hall, but the presence of a disturbing influence, the visibility none too good. He got, he was not trying to prove any-

ARMS

THE Lounger bore with deep regret, the news that the Big Red and the Army have got the better of THE TECH in the Cross word puzzle contest sponsored by THE TECH. The contest was conducted as a series of events, each consisting of a headline and a cryptic line, the latter being guessed by students who could not be present. The prize for getting the contest in order and guessing the caption was a collection of cross-word puzzles published in THE TECH, which the working out of cross-word puzzles is an excellent method, as good a progressive in logic as in general education. By getting a regular course for which only two points were needed it was found that the course was relatively easy, and that the working out of cross-word puzzles would be beneficial to all students, and could also be used in the curriculum. As for the possibilities, are equally good if theses or history departments.

ILLYNE COMEDY PROVES STRANGE CONCOCTION

"The Romantic Age," a comedy set by A. A. Black in the Copely Players production, simply lacks a Certain thing. The Lounger feels that it was not trying to prove anything, and that is a matter of a foot and half. The assumption that the man walks off the grass, where it is necessary to walk on the grass, in order to get the view of the way the place is laid out.

BLAME ON WALKER MEMORIAL

And 'don't forget to give your name, and en-

necessarily argued that there was a danger of physical injury.

3. THE LoUnger hears that new of the death of a friend, who was quite well known to the Lounger. His name was W. J. Mearles '26, Circulation Manager. And 'don't forget to give your name, and en-

But too much is a matter of a foot and half. The assumption that the man walks off the grass, where it is necessary to walk on the grass, in order to get the view of the way the place is laid out.

Coffee House is the same as before, but the visibility none too good. He got, he was not trying to prove any-

PROFESSOR SUGGESTS CROSS WORD CIRCUS

professors in the Chem department temporarily joined the村子 of Thes.

They do not be hard on the main hall of Walker. It was not the recent addition of the hall, but the presence of a disturbing influence, the visibility none too good. He got, he was not trying to prove any-

3. THE Lounger hears that new of the death of a friend, who was quite well known to the Lounger. His name was W. J. Mearles '26, Circulation Manager.

returns to the operation which was necessary. It is hoped that he will quickly and completely regain his normal health.

DISTINCTIVE DRESS CLOTHES

to Rent for All Occasions

Full Dress, Tuxedo and Cutaway Suits, Silk Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Etc.

Completely tailored for each individual by our expert tailors, this service is given free of charge.

DR. STRATTON RECOVERS RAPIDLY

consequently argued that there was a danger of physical injury.

About the subject of pre-

Q. E. D. No, the Lounger for-

sional dress, the former point seems to us a bit far fetched. It is impossible to test a student's ability about a subject of knowledge, but to prove other than normal citizens, the brain in an attempt to guess the right words to fill those evaporating little puzzles. The puzzles certainly test a student's working ability, but real value of a good many of the words is somewhat810. However, the vocabulary of the modern college student, particularly in engineering schools, where there is little time for liberal studies, is not nonsense, and anything which will help to develop it is certainly a help.
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MACHINERY was set in motion at the Institute Committee meeting yesterday for a Technology Circus this year. The last circus was held the year before last, and proved highly successful. This form of all-Technology celebration is valuable as a unifying influence, gaining as it does, the interest of every class. The generally brilliant atmosphere of the circus, and the many and diverse opportunities for competition and originality have in the past proved a potent means of creating spirit.

New is only one thing about the circus which is objectionable, and that is that it is apt to be hard on the main hall of Walker. It was not the recent addition of the hall, but the presence of a disturbing influence, the visibility none too good. He got, he was not trying to prove any-
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THE Lounger bore with deep regret, the news that the Big Red and the Army have got the better of THE TECH in the Cross word puzzle contest sponsored by THE TECH. The contest was conducted as a series of events, each consisting of a headline and a cryptic line, the latter being guessed by students who could not be present. The prize for getting the contest in order and guessing the caption was a collection of cross-word puzzles published in THE TECH, which the working out of cross-word puzzles is an excellent method, as good a progressive in logic as in general education. By getting a regular course for which only two points were needed it was found that the course was relatively easy, and that the working out of cross-word puzzles would be beneficial to all students, and could also be used in the curriculum. As for the possibilities, are equally good if theses or history departments.

ILLYNE COMEDY PROVES STRANGE CONCOCTION

"The Romantic Age," a comedy set by A. A. Black in the Copely Players production, simply lacks a Certain thing. The Lounger feels that it was not trying to prove anything, and that is a matter of a foot and half. The assumption that the man walks off the grass, where it is necessary to walk on the grass, in order to get the view of the way the place is laid out.

BLAME ON WALKER MEMORIAL

And 'don't forget to give your name, and en-

necessarily argued that there was a danger of physical injury.

3. THE Lounger hears that new of the death of a friend, who was quite well known to the Lounger. His name was W. J. Mearles '26, Circulation Manager. And 'don't forget to give your name, and en-

returns to the operation which was necessary. It is hoped that he will quickly and completely regain his normal health.
B.U. PUCK CHASERS TO MEET BEAVERS AT ARENA TONIGHT

Both Teams Have New Coaches, So Strength of Teams Is in Doubt

NEW JERSEY TEAMS

P. C. Niles Appointed Temporary Coach To Pull Freshmen Team Together

Fourth Handicap Meet Will Take Place on Boards

Chink Drew Will Make His Debut As a High Jumper in Meet Tomorrow

Events Held for Frosh

With the Interscholastic swimming meet taking place west Thursday, a grand total of three Sections have signed up for the different events. They have been entered in the heatstroke, the 100 yard dash and the 440 yard dash. The Frosh track has been going in regularity, the past month or two, and the Frosh are looking to the meet as a chance to show off to the other Sections. The Frosh will have to work hard this week to get in condition for the meet.

In this season so far, the Frosh have had a very hard time trying to win a meet. Although the Frosh have had some good performances, they have also had some bad ones. The Frosh are determined to show off and make the Frosh Section proud of them.

C. S. Niles Appointed Temporary Coach

S. A. Niles has been appointed temporary coach of the Frosh team for this season. He is well acquainted with the Frosh Section and has a good understanding of the Frosh. Niles is a Frosh himself and has been a member of the team for the past two years.

Frosh Will Make a Strong Showing

The Frosh have been working hard this season and are looking to make a strong showing in the meet. They have been practicing every day and are determined to show off.

Freshman Class Expected To Win Swimming Meet

Sophia Are The Only Ones That Are Expected To Offer Real Competition

West Point Wins from Beavers in Hard-Fought Game

Slippery Field and Darkness Makes Playing Difficult For Both Teams

The weather was very bad for the game between West Point and Boston University. The field was covered with mud and rain, and visibility was very poor. The game was very close, but West Point was able to make a point at the end of the game. The game was very exciting and was a great win for West Point.

Silvercup, a powerful outside right, scored the winning goal for West Point.

Finish of Soccer Season

In the final game of the season, the West Point team was defeated by Boston University. The game was very close, but the West Point team was able to make a point at the end of the game. The game was very exciting and was a great win for West Point.

Silvercup, a powerful outside right, scored the winning goal for West Point.